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Jodie Clarke

A little about me...

Hi, I'm Jode! I am a Mum in Australia to 3 girls - twins Ruby & Tara and my adult 
daughter Ashleigh. And I love the possibilities of early learning! 

I'm passionate about helping educators simplify their documentation and 
planning and also enjoy more time engaging with the children in their care
through simple play based activities & environments. 

I enjoy creating blog posts, free tools and easy to use resources and training
for educators, leaders and coordinators by drawing upon my 30 years 
experience in this profession. 

I know what support educators really need because I have walked in your
shoes. This profession is challenging enough so I aim to simplify not 
overcomplicate! My resources walk through the basics so you can take action.

The Facts.....

Thanks for placing your trust in me....



Planning Made Simple for Babies & Toddlers

Planning for and documenting early learning for babies and toddlers is often the cause of a dip in
confidence for many early years educators. But planning for the 0-2 years age group doesn't need to be
complicated. It just needs to be approached differently!

This age group has very different needs and development is certainly happening at a rapid pace. Educators
often say to me that they are so busy feeding, settling for sleep, changing nappies and cleaning up that
they simply don't have time to 'do 'observations, write up extensive programs or extend 'interests'.

What if - instead of trying to 'do’ your observations and planning for this age group ON TOP of your very
important (and necessary) nurturing and wellbeing tasks, you made them an important part of your overall
planning cycle?

To plan effectively for younger age groups takes a little thinking outside the box. You need to give yourself
permission as an educator to work differently, use an alternate planning system and document then reflect
and communicate in a way that perhaps you haven't used before when working previously with older
children - but makes a whole lot more sense when it comes to meeting learning outcomes for babies and
toddlers.

But before we talk about the system and how to fit all the necessary paperwork in, let's take a minute to
break down and get clear on what it is we actually need to do And WHY when it comes to meeting not only
the planning cycle steps but also meeting the wellbeing, nurturing and safety needs of baby. 

The 5 areas I have outlined below should already be part of your early learning curriculum and focus if
working with the 0-2 years age group. (It is with any early years age group really) but the younger ages have
a larger focus on routines, wellbeing and parent communication due to their high level of physical and
emotional needs.

1. Family communication & belonging
2. Indoor & Outdoor environments are safe, challenging, welcoming.
3. Routines are flexible according to children’s specific needs day to day but children know what they

can expect and when.
4. Assessment & documentation systems in place and organised to collect essential information to

inform ongoing programming and save time by not doubling up or recording unnecessary
information

5. Reflection processes that are simple but consistent and useful.
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Planning Made Simple for Babies & Toddlers

So now we want to take that information and what we already know about the development of and learning
of babies and toddlers along with the information provided by the families and figure out how to
incorporate that into our overall planning system so we are not doubling up, feeling overwhelmed and
worst of all not meeting the child's needs and family expectations. The planning cycle tells us we need to
do the following:

1. Gather information about the child's needs, strengths, progress, wellbeing and development. We do this
in theform of observations.

2. We then need to bring our various methods and sources of information together and think about what the
information we have collected is telling us – Analysis of Learning

3. Once we have made sense of our observations- (which just means analysing and making connections to
learning outcomes and our knowledge of developmental milestones) we can then make a judgement
about how we want to move forward and create an individual plan for baby or toddler.

But what if they don't do anything for me to observe and write down?

I hear this a lot and I understand perfectly where it comes from! I have worked as a lead educator in busy
baby rooms with a group of mainly under 6 months old with very high care needs. There might be a ratio of
educators to children under 2 but if you have worked in a centre you know that your 0-2 group might be
made up of all mainly younger babies instead of a mix of ages so your day and routines can change quickly
according to the group dynamics!

Honestly, you just finish one round of nappy changes, bottles, snacks and changing cot sheets then you are
back to the beginning of the cycle again - what do you find ‘meaningful’ enough to write an observation on…
and when do you get the time to do this anyway?

This is where we need to think outside the box remember? That cycle where it feels nothing noteworthy is
happening is actually providing valuable opportunities for reflection, communication, observation and ideas
for next week's plan!

Although slightly different for family daycare educators who might only have 1-2 children under 2 years
each day in a mixed age care environment the group dynamics can change quickly when you have to meet
the unique and often demanding needs of infants and young toddlers so many of these same planning
strategies and tips apply. They still require a different approach to plan effectively.

However, before you start shaking your head at me (I see you there!), this doesn't actually have to mean
added work to what you currently already do with the older children. It just means collecting your
information in different ways more suited to a baby's daily routine and care needs.
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What can we look for when we document an observation?

 Strengths
 Interests
 Needs
 Changes in routine
 Developmental Milestones
 Interactions with educators, other children and adults.
 Reactions & Emotions
 Gestures and different movements to the usual.

The trick to simplifying observations for baby and toddler is not to overthink the moments you choose to
record. Narrow your focus and see the importance in the smaller everyday actions, moments and everyday
routines. Compare to the knowledge you already have of the child.

5 Steps to Simplify Baby & Toddler Documentation & Assessment

I. Consider ways you can include families and other professionals to guide your approach and
understanding toward every baby and toddlers individual learning journey.
Make time to develop consistent and easy to understand parent communication systems like 'our day' and
'my day' forms, whiteboards, photos, displays of special moments etc and how you can make it easier for
parents to also add their own information and thoughts in return.

2. Ensure your family and child orientation process to your family day care or baby room is simple yet
informative and useful to you as an educator and also the child’s family. Clearly explain your philosophy,
daily interactions, weekly program, routines etc.

3. Record family expectations, cultural considerations and goals for their baby or toddler while attending
care. Review consistently using your current planning cycle system or try this one to help get you started.

4. Decide on the observation formats and tools you want to use and if you will combine a few different
types or just stick to the app or style you are most confident with. Ensure whatever formats use they tell the
entire story of learning rather than just a small moment from the overall experience. Aim to be descriptive -
this doesn't have to mean lengthy and complicated - just descriptive enough to give you a good idea of the
child's play and voice as it unfolded. More about how to include a baby or toddlers voice who is not verbal
further on in this guide.

5. Don't assume that just because you wrote a fantastic observation about a meaningful moment that this
will magically help baby or toddler progress on their learning journey or improve their wellbeing! It's now
up to you to  and how you can extend the learning
moment in different ways for this child. Don’t forget to come back and record how this went to close you
planning cycle loop! Not sure how to do this? Keep reading!!

interpret and decide on the meaning of the observation
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Why do Educators need to do observations for babies and toddlers?

1. To help us understand them
2. To assess their development
3. To identify their interests, needs and what they are learning through everyday play
4. To help you keep families in the loop about what their child is doing when away from their care - the

special moments, developmental milestones and goals you can work on together as a collaborative
partnership. This information can also help educators to support parents to continue the learning in
their home environment as well.

5. To help you decide how to plan future activities, environments, challenges and whether what you are
providing currently is effective.

 Although a baby's day and routine may seem mundane when it comes to choosing what to observe and
record on a regular basis - try and think about what is happening in the baby's world. What is happening for
them that is different or new no matter how small?

This is where your knowledge of each child's routine, progress, current interests and home culture comes
in. This is why you put a little extra time into collecting this information upon orientation and during
consistent and meaningful parent communication.

Spending the time to set up effective communication tools and routines based on baby's identified needs (if
you don’t know where to start with setting up this system use my Baby & Toddler Timesaver Toolkit) and
then making it your priority to nurture and really get to know them, in turn helps you to observe more
meaningfully and actually analyse the useful information you have collected in a more time efficient and
meaningful way.

I like to encourage educators not to fall into the trap of writing down observations just because they haven’t
filled this month's 'quota' There is no set number of observations you are required to do - this is about
recording, assessing and extending about the ongoing progress of a child's learning and discovery journey.
Some moments may seem simple but it doesn't mean they aren't meaningful in that child's life right now.
Record those observations! Not because you have to, but because they stood out to you as important in the
overall snapshot of this child’s learning journey. 
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You really don’t need to wait for that big 'wow 'moment that smacks you in the face when observing babies
- you just need to know them well and then you will recognise the tweaks and twists when they occur.

So now that you know a little bit about WHY it is important to start with a well-informed baseline through
your orientation and communication with parents, being observant during everyday routines and nurturing
the individual child while getting to know them better…. let’s take a closer look at the HOW.

Time to explore how we can actually take action by recording our observations. I’m going to simplify by
offering you a few suggestions to help you stop procrastinating and just make a start on documenting those
observations for baby and toddler – without the uncertainty and overwhelm.

What can educators look for when observing babies and toddlers in an
early childhood setting?

 A new skill or developmental milestone occurring (Developmental Checklists can be a helpful guide
here).
 Sensory processing red flags
 Something that might be impacting on or delaying their learning and development.
 Progress against a specific EYLF learning outcome or developmental area
 An obvious interest in something you hadn’t noticed before.
 A recent family, community or cultural celebration.
 A change to routine and their reaction to this change (e.g cutting down from 2 to I sleeps a day)
 Subtle dietary changes, food refusal or oral aversion issues
 First sounds, words and toddler conversations
 Social play moments and interactions
 Their participation in a 1: 1 game or activity with educators or other children – this could be as simple
as observing something during nappy changes or sitting in the chair while you play peek a boo.

When you observe in this age group you don’t need to always be watching for an obvious big new skill or
interest for it to be important and worth further reflection. The moment just needs to be significant in the 

 (using the knowledge you already have) as
important to record.
day to day journey of the baby and toddler and stand out to you
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What observation tools, moments and documentation can early childhood
educators use to help them assess and build a picture of each child’s
progress on their individual learning journey?

It’s helpful to you as an educator and the children you are observing to 
incorporate a variety of different assessment and observation methods – remember there is no specific rule
about what app, form, template or system you have to use and you don’t need to limit yourself to one
format either.

If this is something your leader or coordinator is asking you to do then perhaps initiate a conversation
around why you are being asked to only use one type of assessment tool and if there is an option for you to
use a couple instead of one.  

Make sure to explain WHY you want to do that – not just because you don’t understand the one you are
being asked to use. You should always ask for clarification and extra training or support if you need it to
complete your documentation. No one is going to give you a mickey mouse badge for sitting there feeling
more confused and overwhelmed by the day because you are staying silent!

I have shared a few suggestions for you to consider on the next page – I have split them into two categories
to show how various forms of observation and documentation can give you different levels of information to
assess learning and extend with.

Some you could combine to get a better overall picture e.g. – ideally you would not just use a
developmental checklist on its own as there is not enough background information – you might add it to
another observation format like an anecdotal record to help you identify the learning outcome area you
want to focus on and give you a clearer picture.

Other types of observation can provide you with all the detailed information you need to further analyse
and extend as you forward plan. For example, a running record or learning story will no doubt give you
enough information to move forward with on its own.

Remember that you don’t need to do all of the things, all of the time to tell one story!! You should also aim
to keep them simple and easily understood by parents so that you can effectively communicate the
learning that is taking place. So, leave out all the complicated outcome numbers, codes and waffly words
and just record what you see as best you can!

“Children’s learning is ongoing and each child will progress towards the outcomes
in different and equally meaningful ways. Learning is not always predictable and
linear. Educators plan with each child and the outcomes in mind.” (Early Years
Learning Framework, p.19)
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Methods for Brief Observation Recording & Assessment

If this is an area you struggle with try using one and build on it over a month by adding in other elements
and moments then make your analysis and decide how you want to move forward and meet the goals you
have set for the child involved.

Short sticky note jottings – I like to always have a pad of sticky notes in my pocket or close by on the sign in
table. Quick and unobtrusive to just add a few dot points then stick straight away into your daily diary or
onto a form like the one in my baby and toddler planning toolkit.

Parent Communication Methods– Our Day Forms, My Day Forms, parent communication booklets, photo
collages, the information saved to a family’s folder in the cloud (read more about how I set up a digital
portfolio for my family daycare families using dropbox here)

Daily & Weekly Reflections– Diary notes, reflections on the program, environment, group dynamics, what
worked or didn’t and why, family input, changes in behaviour or routines etc.

Communication Station – Incorporate information compiled from a dedicated space and system for both
educators and parents to write notes about current interests and learning – another way I like to incorporate
either Dropbox or sticky notes and a special book that parents can stick their note straight into for you to
review later and you can also reply.

Developmental Checklists – some educators and consultants prefer not to use these as a tool (which is
definitely their right as we don’t need to use all possible forms of observation remember!) but I do feel if
checklists are used as a simple guide while always keeping top of mind that all children develop differently
and reach milestones on their own timeline; then they can be a valuable source of information regarding a
child’s progress against the common developmental milestones.

It is important that as educators we also draw on our own knowledge of early childhood developmental
milestones as well and not just treat developmental checklists as an ‘absolute’ goal post that must be
reached by a certain time. They are a valuable guide for helping educators to review a child’s growth and
development progress while also making valuable connections to the Australian EYLF Learning Outcomes
but know that or to ‘pass and
fail’ a child. They are best used in conjunction with other forms of observation and assessment and I believe
should always be accompanied by comments rather than just a tick box. Read through my ‘Using
Developmental Checklists Effectively’ E-book and use the checklist templates for babies and toddlers of 

developmental checklists are NOT a ‘to do’ type list that you just ‘tick and flick’

different stages here.
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Always keep in mind though whenever you are observing that some children will always achieve skills a
little earlier than the checklist ‘says’ and some children may achieve skills a little bit later – it is up to you as
an educator to decide what the information you collect tells you about the child as a whole! That is where
your analysis and additional assessment sources come in. Developmental checklists are made up of some
common milestone targets that are often reached by children within predictable age ranges…but they are
not a ‘must do by…’ list!

Anecdotal Records– This is the format I have used most often over the years. They are usually a short and
simple story of the play and actions you saw but written in the past tense. I like to combine this method with
the sticky note jottings or reflections because I can unobtrusively make a few dot points here and there and
then tell the story in full when I have the time to sit and focus. This allows you to stay in the moment with
the younger children. You write the observation from the point you began observing the experience to the
end of that particular event.

Baby and Toddler Work Samples – Use mark making, drawings, photos of projects – group or individual,
construction, crafts, photos of group play or interactions with educators, messy play, sensory play etc.

Collect evidence of the work and then add a little text description of what you saw occurring as the event
happened or for toddlers beginning to talk or verbalise with sound you might record their exact
words/sound. You can then link to relevant learning outcomes and milestones.

Apps & other digital devices – recordings, audio, video, family communication apps etc.

Methods for Detailed Observation Recordings & Assessment

Photo stories of play and learning– Compile photos of a child engaged in an activity or experience an add a
few lines to describe what you saw happening. I find this method particularly effective to help you
communicate the learning and progress taking place from those ‘simple’ everyday play moments to help
families understand that their child’s routines, play and interactions are important at home and during care. I
like to keep the text very brief and easy to read and insert the photos into a document or collage that help
to show the steps or changes that took place. You could add a few more photos from different times and
days in that week or month to help tell the story in more detail and better inform your observation.

Running Records – In this format, educators write in the present tense and include detailed information
about the event as it unfolded. You can use running records to jot down an interest you see emerging, a
developmental skill or stage achieved – anything you feel is important to note. Make sure to include the
date, time and location.

Learning Stories – often seen as a more time consuming method to record an observation as they tend to
be lengthy text descriptions accompanied by photos to tell a story - not only about the moment and
experiences taking place but also including an educator’s input and analysis on the learning that has taken
place in the moment and what the child can do (not what they can’t).
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However, they can be a story about just one event or you can add a little here and there to them over time
which makes them a useful tool for observing younger children. A bit like a learning journal or portfolio –
but on a smaller scale!

I personally have not used learning stories very often as I think it is very easy for the story to become
(unintentionally) a little too subjective unless the educator knows the child extremely well already (in regard
to family life, culture, behaviour, wellbeing, social skills etc) and is confident in their skills and the process of
writing observations.

However, they can be a good option for families as they are usually easier to understand as they are in a
storytelling format – but then, remember they also need to have the time to look through and read. Also, a
good option to help you record and assess babies to help you include a few brief moments  into the one
longer observation story over time.

As long as the educator writing the observation is mindful of their own possible subjectivity or making
inappropriate assumptions on the child’s actions because of their own values or feelings learning stories
can be a useful method for assessing learning.

Longform Video & Audio Observations

As an educator, you can use your observations and the information gathered from them to support not only
development and learning but also baby or toddler's individual needs. 
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What strategies support ongoing learning in a baby/ toddler environment?

1. Creating interesting sensory environments to invite investigation and discovery.

2, Clear but flexible routines based on a collaborative approach and partnership with parents & carers.
Remember that visual routines work well for the younger age groups!

3. Everyday access to open-ended materials and the opportunity to move things around in their
environments to create 'new' spaces and experiences.

4. Setting up play stations on the floor and tables to accommodate the different ages, spaces to calm, be
alone, feel nurtured and safe.

5. Focusing on who the baby is, rather than looking for what they might not yet be able to do.

6. Providing opportunities for little bodies and minds to feel challenged and begin to manage their own risk

How do Educators analyse or decide what an observation mean if it is not a
huge 'wow' moment or significant new skill?

Don't waste the time you have already put in observing and recording by not following through and
analysing the information you have already collected in your chosen observation format – even if it seems
difficult to find something to focus on! Come back with fresh eyes a day or so later if you need.

✅ Spend a few minutes to interpret the learning or significance of the observation you previously recorded.

✅ Add your own educator voice based on your early childhood skills, understanding of perspectives,
theories and developmental milestones.

Use your knowledge of baby or toddler, the learning outcomes and child development to help you plan
for future possibilities.
✅
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A Meaningful Observation is not >>

❎A description of a moment you might include briefly in your reflections or daily parent communication but
not detailed enough to tell the whole story of what was happening before and after this moment.

❎ Just a few ticks on a developmental checklist, 1 photo or a series of links to EYLF outcome numbers or
the NQS (or the framework you are following)

❎Not interrupting the experience or child’s work and efforts to make it easier to ‘find something to write
about’ or extend further on your observation. Intentional teaching moments have their place and can
provide meaningful moments for observation and further reflection but if you are trying to direct the play to
reach a particular outcome this is different and not helpful to you or the child.

❎ Getting too caught up in taking endless photos, video or audio to include on your app or for your
observation that takes you away from being in the moment with children. Try to be unobtrusive – use those
sticky notes and snap a pic here and there to use later but don’t let it become your sole focus!

How can leaders and coordinators empower educators to observe and
document babies and toddlers with confidence?

ӌGive your educator's programming time away from the floor. Family Day Care Educators don’t have that
option or anyone to step in for them obviously but think about the different ways you could record
observations involving babies while visiting as a coordinator and engaging in activities with the children. 
Show and demonstrate how rather than just telling.

ӌDevelop a system that suits individual strengths, styles and service requirements.Try not to just rely on one
particular app or form that is meant to encompass ‘all things’ – especially if there hasn’t been any training or
ongoing support around how you want this system to be used effectively!

ӌ Encourage educators to get into the habit of asking themselves What, Why and How then share visual
examples to help (Remember that we all learn in different ways at different paces – just like children so yes
you might need to explain or go through examples a few times before it connects!). Laminate a small card
with the following questions for those educators not as confident in analysing observations yet as a prompt 

What have you just observed? Why was it important? How has it improved your knowledge of self or the
child?

ӌ If educators are telling you they can’t find anything to observe give them a particular outcome or
developmental area to focus on. Sometimes we just need an easier place to help us get started!
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ӌSet up time off the floor without the demands of the children and routines (or in your set mentoring session
time) then together you can rewrite some older observations and redo the analysis. Show how and why you
are writing or recording the information in that way, then give out case studies to practice with and improve
confidence.

ӌEmpower educators when you can and   when it comes to
professional development and the planning cycle - it doesn't always need to be something they are lacking
skill in!

Communicating with Families & The Cycle of Information

When planning and setting future learning goals for children we want to try and include multiple sources of
information that we have recorded or documented over different time periods. This then all comes together
to form a clear picture using a summative assessment (or similar) at regular intervals throughout the year. .

The cycle of information needs to be continuous and consistent to help you to plan effectively for both
individual children as well as groups and as we have discussed earlier family communication plays a large
role in this process – especially when planning for babies and toddlers.

Try to make it a regular part of your planning system/process to incorporate both educator observations
and the family information you gain throughout the year using the consistent and meaningful family
communication tools and strategies you have put in place already.

All information can help you to form a more comprehensive picture of the child in your care. This is an
important way you can include the child's voice in your overall program. 

Now that you have a better understanding of why family communication and gaining knowledge regarding
the child’s general family life is actually an important part of your programming, you might now be looking
for a few tips to help you make your current process a little more effective….and that doesn’t mean more
complicated or time-consuming – it means using your time and tools more effectively! Try some of the
following suggestions…

provide a strengths-based leadership approach
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5 Simple Tips to Collaborate Meaningfully with Parents – and help you plan
more effectively for babies and toddlers!

1. Be respectful and acknowledge that parents are always the child's first teacher.

2. Support a strengths-based approach with parents which basically just means that you take the time to
recognise that families have strengths too - you are aiming for a partnership rather than assuming you are
always the expert or must know better!

3. As mentioned previously - put orientation and daily communication systems in place to learn as much as
you can about baby or toddlers’ home experiences and family life/culture. I provided a few ideas for you
earlier in this article.

4. – not just when you need to know
something or ‘get the chance’. If a child’s core educators cannot be present to speak with parents at either
drop-off or pick up times then put clear communication processes in place so that other educators know
how to effectively communicate information about the child’s day. Use communication books like this one if
you have a large team of educators doing different shifts.

5.Make it quick and easy for parents and carers to communicate with you! Use easy to read, visual formats,
ensure parents who are unable to pick up or drop off also have access to information about their child’s day
via the cloud or email systems, use surveys but keep them brief - no one wants to write paragraphs of
information just to help you out! 

Explore ways you can communicate more effectively with your ESL Families. Put in place a child orientation
process that includes opportunities for parents to share relevant information with you easily and feel
confident that not only their child feels a sense of belonging and trust but this also extends to the family as
a whole.

Communicate and exchange information consistently every single day
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What else can you do to support your planning and documentation for the
0-2 yrs. age group?

1.Seek out  & 

2. Join supportive and interesting educator networking groups and support systems – online or offline!
Ensure they are relevant to your role and not just wasting your time.

3. Collaborate with other educators and community services whenever you can.

4. Decide how you can regularly reflect on your work and your decisions – explore the how and why to
ensure you are open to making adjustments to your day to day actions and programming and how you
might make some improvements or even changes as needed.

5. Take the time to complete a child's documentation cycle and share this information with parents to help
you set goals and plan ahead.

Why include the child’s ‘Voice’?

As educators, there is an important reason why we aim to include the voices, ideas and interests of the
children into our programming, environment set up and forward planning.

By listening to what children are sharing with us, respecting and really hearing their ideas, suggestions,
questions and opinions we help them to feel as though they matter and encourage decision making and
autonomy.

When we as educators put effective and regular processes in place to seek and record this information it
then becomes easier to see how we can incorporate the children's ideas, suggestions, interests and family
culture into our planning, activities, environments and experiences.

Obviously, we cannot include or 'extend 'on every child's ‘voice’ every single time (nor is it useful to do so!)
but we can become more aware of how to stop, listen (& really hear!) then acknowledge and be responsive.
We can think about simple and practical ways we can do this and how we might then respond or use
meaningfully to inform our planning.

professional development opportunities support systems for educators like Member Hub
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There are many simple ways educators can seek out and connect with preschool
and school-aged children’s voices including:

✔Everyday conversations

✔Listening to and answering questions in the moment.

✔Observing the social play and language occurring.

✔Morning or similar sharing and news type sessions

✔Asking children to choose the photos of their play or creation that they would like displayed or included in
their learning .

✔Providing access to open-ended materials that allow children to direct their own play and create their
own spaces.

✔Asking the children to help design or set up the room or outdoor space.

✔You can invite children to help you solve a problem related to your planning, environment or upcoming
activities.

✔Involving children in the creation of group guidelines and possible consequences.

✔Allowing children to choose their friends and who else they want to connect with.

✔Collaborate meaningfully with the child's parents so that you are aware of important and current Family
events or changes.

However, as you will be aware many of these suggestions stem from verbal interactionsand I can now hear
you rightly pointing out to me that babies don’t speak and toddlers usually aren’t having lengthy
conversations using words you understand!

And since this post is about how to plan effectively for the younger age group I’m going to go ahead and
give you some additional ideas for hearing the child’s voice when they don’t yet speak or do much more
than feed, drink, sleep or poop! (Oh what a dream that would be, right?!!!)
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How do we incorporate the child's voice when they don't yet speak?

As I mentioned right at the beginning of this book - you think outside the box and focus instead on those
everyday interactions and routines we have been talking about all the way through this article! That is why I
encourage educators working with babies and younger toddlers to take a little extra time to set up their
family communication tools, environments, individual routines and how they get to know more about
children in their care.

Using those tools and systems you have previously set up, try some of the following strategies to engage
with babies and toddlers in meaningful ways.

1. Whenever you are going through the motions of an 'everyday' activity on nurturing action use descriptive
language to help toddlers express their feelings and needs.

2. Use the discussions and information you gather from families regularly to help you include their voices
into your program and planning processes.

3. Recognise and respond to baby's nurturing needs. Record any changes to your interactions or
environment as a result and reflect on why this was necessary e.g. Have you noticed an increase in
separation anxiety? Has baby started demanding more solids at morning tea? Are the child's sleep routine
and current behaviour telling you that they no longer need 2 sleeps but could now stretch to 1 midday
sleep with the collaborative support of the family? Is baby crying every time you put them in the swing
now? Is there an increased need for settling, reassurance and nurturing this week? Can the family shed any
light on this for you?

As toddlers begin to use their emerging language and physical skills more in interactions, educators can
respond by providing the experiences, materials, environments and collaborative conversations that
provide toddlers with the opportunity to express themselves in various ways. The information then provides
you as an educator with a valuable strategy for using the ‘child's voice' to inform your planning and
programming and help you extend on interests, strengths, emerging skills and unique qualities.

ӌBabies may not yet be able to talk or show you obvious 'meaningful moments' you
can use to write up your fabulous W0W moment observation, but they still have a 

 then respond to
those regularly as part of an ongoing planning cycle for both individuals and
groups.

voice to share if you know how to listen and read the subtle clues,
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Planning Made Simple for Babies & Toddlers

6 Easy Action Steps you can do right now to Simplify Your Programming
System for Babies & Toddlers

1. Decide on the observation formats you would like to use. Remember that you can use a variety of
different sources and tools to collect information via your observation. See my list above for more ideas or if
you are a current subscriber to the Empowered Educator   try out some of the different
checklists and templates.

2. Develop and trial those family communication tools and systems – no excuses!! Think about how you
could utilise orientation visits, morning and afternoon drop off / pickups, family events etc. 

3. Set up individual folders for each child in hard copy folders or on the computer. If you struggle to
understand and use computers or devices for your programming and you are a subscriber to Member Hub
you might want to take a look at my Computer Basics for Planning & Organisation Video Series on your
toolbox videos page when next logged in. If you are not currently a member you can read more information
on how to join us inside here.

4.Set up your environments indoors and outdoors to encourage playful learning and support the children's
strength's and interests. If YOU need some guidance and photo inspiration on setting up welcoming
learning spaces for babies and younger toddlers read through this post.

5. Ensure you have a system or tool that allows you to easily link all of your assessment and documentation
together to show each child's progress on their individual learning journey.

6.Think about how you want to meet the planning cycle steps. Keep it Simple!

Hopefully, you are able to see how knowing and understanding a child's usual behaviour, mannerisms,
nurturing requirements and general reactions to certain parts of the daily routine actually helps you as an
educator to observe and analyse meaningful behaviour. It doesn't always mean having to wait for a major
developmental event like rolling over or something 'special'.

They don’t ‘do the same thing or nothing interesting' each day. You just need the tools to help you 
recognise and respond to the cues as they occur and to be aware of any unrealistic expectations creeping
in that can cause unnecessary pressure and confusion when it comes to planning for children under 2
years.  

The planning and documentation cycle doesn't need to be confusing just because you are working with a
younger age group - you just need to modify the way you collect your information to inform your planning
and close the loop!

Member Hub
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Planning Made Simple for Babies & Toddlers

4 Reflection Prompts to guide educators through the planning cycle steps.

ӌWhat made you want to record this moment and turn it into an observation? How did you record it?

ӌWhen you look back later at what you wrote and the story the observation tells you, how will you now
interpret the learning or struggle that was taking place? How does this ‘analysis’ of the learning relate to the
EYLF outcomes?

ӌHow will you record and plan for ideas to extend on this moment recorded in the observation? When will
you do this? What format will you use?

ӌAfter you include the extension activity or experience on your next program plan how will you document
what happened? Evaluate the outcome of the extension? Decide whether you need to do more? Link back
to your initial observation?  

I use a forward planning form to link everything together quickly and I’ve created one especially for
educators working with the 0-2 years age group (or babies in a mixed age environment in FDC). You will find
it in the planning category of my blog resource shop online. 

I hope you find the information shared in this guide helpful to show you how to get started meeting the
steps of the planning cycle and other documentation expectations - without the overwhelm and
complicated tools! It has all of the resources you need to simplify planning for babies and help you take
meaningful action without writing more! 

You Can Do This Empowered Ed!  О

.....Jodie 
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Hi Empowered Ed!
Thanks for downloading!

I hope you find this resource useful – I love creating resources to

support educators in the important work that they do!  All 

downloads are Copyright protected to The 

EmpoweredEducator2017. Not to be distributed , transferred, or

shared in any form. 

Personal Use Only: This document is for your own personal use.

You agree that you will not copy, reproduce, alter, modify, create

derivative works, or publicly display any content from my

downloads (except for your own personal, non-commercial use). 

No Redistribution: You may not reproduce, repackage, or

redistribute the contents of these downloads, in whole or part, for 

any reason. This included ‘giving’ someone your copy that you are 

no longer using.

Clipart / Images: All images used in this printable document are 

my owned by me with the appropriate licences. All images are 

copyright protected to The Empowered Educator. They cannot be

reproduced or used in whole or part, for any reason. 

You May Not:

Alter or sell my files. All file are for personal use only. You may not 

use my items for sale or profit, i.e. print themoff, laminate them

and sell them to others. 

Enjoy your new resource!

Jodie Clarke

Please note the following information before using...



NEED MORE HELP?

Empowered Ed Resources

You can now join other early childhood educators from around 

the world in the online Empowered Ed Member Hub! This 

resource not only helps you to connect, grow and share ideas 

but also enables you to have 24 hour access  to exclusive 

Empowered Ed training videos, monthly program plans(done 

for you!), activity guides, printables, Ebooks and the 

professional tips and strategies  that you need to not only 

simplify and clarify but also to feel empowered, supported 

and inspired to try new things - without the judgement, 

without the jargon, without the overwhelm! Click the red 

button below to learn more and join the waiting list for new 

enrolments.

GO

Thanks for downloading - got questions?

Contact : support@theempowerededucatoronline.com
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Connect online with The Empowered Ed Community
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https://www.facebook.com/groups/598641586975986/
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